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"neutral reunified Germany" in which the reunified Germany
became a Soviet satrapy.
A milestone in this process is expected around the July 611 visit to the Soviet Union by West German President Rich

giveaways to the Russians, starting with the Persian Gulf.
Just before the Venice summit, White House Chief of
Staff Howard Baker went on record to announce that the
United States and Russia "could pl�y a joint naval role in the
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divided Europe." Soon thereafter, von Weizsacker addressed
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On June 15, Soviet Colonel Nikolai Chervov, of the
General Staff, speaking in Geneva, confirmed for the first

officers' meeting of the West German armed forces. Von

time that the Soviet Union has stationed full complements of
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southern military districts facing Turkey and Iran, and blan
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His latest signal is an interview in the June 17 issue of the
Soviet weekly,

Literaturnaya Gazeta, where he calls for a

flowering of German-Russian "cultural cooperation."
President Reagan's Berlin speech on June 12, where he
appealed to Gorbachov to "tear down the Wall," unwittingly
helped Gorbachov play his German Card.The speech was
written by John Kornblum, U.S.chief of mission in West
Berlin, who recently consulted with East German leaders at
Aspen Institute meetings in

East Berlin. Gorbachov is hold

ing open the option, once the INF agreement is signed, to
make an all-German gesture and tear down the Berlin Wall
partially, beginning at the Brandenburg Gate. Such a gesture
would cost Moscow and East Germany nothing. East German
civilians are allowed no closer than 300 meters to the Wall at
this point, and the "prohibited zone" leading to the gate and
then the Wall is an open square (Pariser Platz) devoid of all
cover. The area is escape-proof, and while the Wall here is
low enough to jump over, no one ever has.
The option of a partial opening of the Wall was proven in
the recent Pentecost weekend riots in East Berlin, where
KGB operatives, using crowd-psychology agitational tech
niques, got the young rock music fans to juxtapose the slo
gans "Down with the Wall" and "GorbaQhov, Gorbachov."

New Yalta case #2: Persian Gulf
The U.S. administration's zero-option policy of giving
away Europe is matched by a process of negotiating other
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'Project Democracy'
justifies New Yalta
A group of "conservatives" of the "Project Democra
cy" set of Iran-Contra notoriety, continues to influence
the Reagan administration witb its schemes to redraw
the map in Russia's favor.One prominent U.S. "Proj
ect Democracy" crony, Irving Kristol, was quoted June
17 in the French daily

Le Figaro calling for the dis
,

solution of NATO as it now exists, and for the United
States to stop supporting "the European burden." The
quotes come from an interview Kristol gave to the
Paris-based Polish emigre journal Kultura:
1) "NATO, in its current form, ties our hands ab
solutely. . . . The Western European nations prevent
the United States from conducting an independent for
eign policy."
2) Kristol terms NATO '�a sick alliance" which
weakens "the will �f the Europeans to resist the Sovi
ets," and the U.S. draws "no advantage" from NATO
membership.
3) NATO should be turned into "a purely European
alliance," through a "gradual retreat, extended over
five years," of all American troops now stationed in
Europe.
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